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The Politics of Legal Arrangements: The “Duty of Care,” Justifying, Extending, and Perpetuating the Public-in-the-Private Forms of Protection*

ANNA LEANDER**

ABSTRACT

This article explores the place of formal legal arrangements in the politics surrounding the hybrid, enmeshed public-in-the-private forms of authority this special issue focuses on. It does so by analyzing the significance of one specific legal arrangement, the Duty of Care, for the politics surrounding public-in-the-private forms of protection. I show that the Duty of Care does considerable political work. It contributes to decentering, commercializing, and depoliticizing protection. In so doing, the Duty of Care is justifying this specific form of protection, defining and extending its scope, and perpetuating it. The article makes this argument by drawing both on the legal discussion about the Duty of Care and on close observation of its presence in the Security and Counterterrorism Expo trade fair. It concludes that acknowledging the
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politics of the Duty of Care requires shifting the focus and divisions currently organizing debates about the regulation of commercial security as well as about managerialism in international law more generally.

INTRODUCTION

On April 19-20, 2016, the Security & Counterterrorism Expo took place in the Olympia Convention Centre in London. According to the advertisement, the Expo is “the security industry’s most topical and operationally critical event” during which “as a registered visitor you will join 9000+ international security professionals to see the future of security.”

Interestingly, many of the organizations, exhibitors, visitors, and expert lecturers at the fair were both public and private. The public was enmeshed with and intertwined in the private. The public was in the ostensibly private space of the Olympia Security & Counterterrorism Expo (SCTX). The SCTX was an instantiation of “the public-in-the-private” theme of this special issue. This article focuses on the legal politics that underpin and reinforce the Public-in-the-private form of Protection (PPP) on display at the Expo.

I wish to heed David Kennedy’s advice that we “lay down the burdens of faith and see law’s role in the ubiquitous struggles of global political and economic life and the injustice that results.” Doing so seems particularly important because it is often (implicitly or explicitly) assumed that soft “governance” is driving and deepening neo-liberalization, whereas hard law promises to contain and control it. The argument here shows that

1. E-mail from Security & Counter Terror Expo to Anna Leander, Professor of International Relations at the PUC, Rio de Janeiro (Apr. 14, 2016, 09:33 GMT) (on file with author) (Security & Counterterrorism Expo registration confirmation to visitors).


3. I refer to PPP throughout the text as a shorthand for commercialized governance of military/security. I do so in reference to the title and common theme of this special issue. However, the invocation of the private and the public is exceedingly problematic. It assumes that they can be separated, which is often not the case, and since it recalls the gamut of connotations related to each of the terms which often do more to harm and hinder analysis than to help it. I have consistently reiterated this point since I first made it in Anna Leander, Commercial Security Practices, in THE ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF NEW SECURITY STUDIES, 208–16 (J. Peter Burgess ed., Routledge 2010).

4. DAVID KENNEDY, A WORLD OF STRUGGLE: HOW POWER, LAW, AND EXPERTISE SHAPE GLOBAL POLITICAL ECONOMY 254 (2016).

5. Koskenniemi, for example, writes that the problem of managerialism originates in “a political science inspired language of ‘governance,’ ‘regulation’ or ‘legitimacy,’ and of ‘informal regimes.’” See Martti Koskenniemi, The Politics of International Law – 20 Years
this assumption is in dire need of revision. We need to become more precise in our understanding of how “legal arrangements” re-produce neo-liberal, commercial, governance forms. This is particularly true as resorting to hard law is the most common strategy for curbing the expansion of commercial governance forms in military and security matters. If the argument I make is correct, that resort may produce opposite effects from those intended.

The following pages are devoted to showing how and why hard law may drive and deepen the neo-liberalizing of security-military governance—possibly even more effectively than soft law governance. To make this argument, I explore the politics of one specific legal arrangement—namely the Duty of Care (DoC). The DoC is a tort law principle dating back to the eighteenth century. It addresses the negligence to prevent foreseeable harm. The DoC principle makes it so those providing a service or a good have a “Duty” of “Care” to others. Like general common law principles, the DoC is derived from custom and judicial precedent, rather than statutes, and can therefore be made relevant across a wide range of contexts. One (primarily legal) way of exploring this extension of the DoC to the military/security area would be to clarify usages, interpretations, relations to other regulations, or its potential and limits as a regulatory mechanism. However, in this article, my exploration takes a different (primarily political) form: I investigate the politics of the DoC in the military/security area; I ask how the spread of the DoC to this area refashions the kind of protection provided, to whom, and what possibility for debating and contesting exists. Legal interpretations and court decisions obviously matter for politics. However, they matter because they become involved in politics that take place largely beyond the legal text, its interpretation, and the courtroom. In this article, I therefore follow a tradition of legal


6. I use the term legal arrangements, rather than simply law or regulation, to capture both the formal, positive, legal quality as well as the contextual variability generated by differences in how it is inscribed into specific regulatory arrangements.


8. I will return to the most significant case to date for the sector in some detail below. See Oslo District Court, Nov. 25, 2015, Case No. 15-032886TVI-OTI R/05 (Nor.) [hereinafter OSD].
anthropology, combining arguments from the legal literature (in my case about the DoC) with fieldwork (my observations at the STCX).  

I argue that the DoC works politically in three ways: it justifies, extends, and perpetuates the public-in-the-private Forms of Protection (PPP). It does so because it reproduces and consolidates the interrelated decentering, commercializing, and depoliticizing of protection at the heart of the PPP. I claim neither that the DoC is a representative example of how legal arrangements do politics generally, nor that it is solely responsible for the neo-liberalization of military/security governance. Rather, the argument here is both more modest and more ambitious. It is modest in that it is restricted to the politics of one specific legal arrangement (the DoC), in relation to one issue (military/security protection). Yet, at the same time the article makes the more ambitious and generalizing claim that, on the basis of this situated argument, we can derive general insights about how to conceptualize the politics of legal arrangements. The article indeed points to three specific mechanisms by which the DoC does politics that might have analogies in other contexts (their place in justifying, delimiting, and perpetuating political orders). To make this argument, the article successively introduces the three processes through which I argue the DoC is doing politics: justifying, drawing the boundaries around, and stabilizing the commercialized military/security governance. The conclusion returns to the broader implications of this argument, underlining that it calls for a revision of the normative assumptions underpinning discussions about the regulation of commercial security specifically and of managerialism in international law more generally.

9. For further discussions and examples of the rationale for this kind of work see, for example, Anne Orford, In Praise of Description, 25 LEIDEN J. INT'L L. 609, 609–11 (2012). The contributions are also helpful in Michael Freeman & David Napier, Introduction, in 12 LAW AND ANTHROPOLOGY 1 (Michael Freeman & David Napier eds., 2009); Annelise Riles, Cultural Conflicts, in 12 LAW AND ANTHROPOLOGY 89 (Michael Freeman & David Napier eds., 2009); and Fleur Johns, Global Governance Through the Pairing of List and Algorithm, 34 ENV'T & PLAN. D 126, 130 (2016).

I. DoC Decentering Responsibility for Protection: Justifying the PPP

The Olympia Expo demonstrates the extent to which the provision of protection now will involve markets and companies. This is a relatively novel development. As late as 2007, the rapid move from mercenaries to markets puzzled observers. At the SCTX, this puzzlement was ostensibly gone. "Security and anti-terrorism" is a commercial activity for the public and the private alike. This transition from mercenaries to markets has been anything but straightforward. It has required overcoming or circumventing a deeply rooted reluctance toward protection for profit. Moreover, the transition is only partially and unequally complete. The reluctance toward commercial military/security activities keeps threatening to intrude. It is as haunting to commercial security as Derrida’s Marxian Ghost is to the social sciences. Even in the SCTX, the insistent references to public police and armed forces, to loyalty toward the state, and to legality signal the need to respond to the ostensibly absent but omnipresent reluctance toward for-profit protection. The first way regulatory arrangements generally, and the DoC specifically, do politics is by justifying the PPP and hence keeping the reluctance in check. It legitimizes and legalizes the decentering of responsibility for protection of which the PPP is an expression.

11. See generally, From Mercenaries to Market: The Rise and Regulation of Private Military Companies (Simon Chesterman & Chia Lehnardt eds., 2007) (providing a panorama of positions on private military companies (PMCs)).

12. During the fair, I came across a group of young peace researchers and a dozen critical scholars and journalists who might still be puzzled.


14. A core difference between the U.S. and the U.K. and the rest of the world is that elsewhere the reluctance toward protection for profit remains strong even when and if protection has been thoroughly commercialized. See, e.g., Anna Leander & Christopher Spearin, Conclusion, in Commercialising Security in Europe: Political Consequences for European Peace Operations 202, 206–09 (Anna Leander ed., 2013).

A. Legitimizing the Public-in-the-Private Forms of Protection

The decentering of responsibility for protection only makes sense in the broader context of the shifting organization of the state that is the focus of this special issue. In terms of providing protection, this reorganization is motivated by a wish to improve services, including cultivating and managing potential. As Sevenhuijsen suggests in her discussion about the care provided through social policy:

We can probably consider the government as *régisseur* of the “caring about” process, that of a collective attentiveness that ensures that no loopholes exist in care. Instead of doing everything itself, the government develops itself in a number of respects as an *initiator of new combinations of the public and private*, as is currently happening.

Justifying this transformation of the public to a *régisseur* of potential and initiator of new combinations of public and private is complicated, particularly in relation to military/security matters. It evokes the prospect that, in the end, no one will take responsibility for providing care and protection or for the mistakes and mishaps associated with it. An important part of the politics surrounding the shifting provision of protection therefore revolves around whether or not the assurances offered are strong enough to ensure that the decentering of responsibility for care/protection will not amount to a generalized irresponsibility.

Regulatory arrangements, such as the DoC, have an important place in providing precisely this kind of assurance. They cast the recourse to the PPP as responsible, reflected, and grounded in a reasoned acceptance (at least in the context in which the regulatory arrangement was developed) rather than as a mere response to practical, budgetary, or political necessities imposed from the top down. By framing the PPP,


18. In some cases, the DoC may reinforce generalized irresponsibility. For example, an Australian court “identified the principle of ‘inconsistent duties’ to make their judgement, that when various duties contradict, no duty is owed.” Philip Keightley & Anthony Barker, Duty of Care Versus Least Restrictive Care. The High Court Weighs in, 23 Australasian Psychiatry 445, 446 (2015).
the regulatory arrangements in this way endow them with a form of procedural legitimacy. In the context of the PPP, they do so in at least three ways. First, regulatory arrangements provide overarching principles for interpreting existing obligations and rights in the context of the PPP, as does for example, the Montreux Document interpreting the Geneva Conventions, or the US Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act placing US military contractors on missions abroad under US law. Second, regulatory arrangements formulate new standards or norms for some specific aspect of the activities related to the PPP that exist only because the PPP exists. For example, the International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers is for security contractors generally, The Defense Industry Initiative on Business Ethics and Conduct is concerned primarily with the contracting process, or the Best Management Practices for Protection against Somali Based Piracy deals predominantly with security in the Gulf of Aden. And, third, they regulate the responsibility of the PPP itself to ensure a certain quality and level of protection. The DoC regulates in this way, by specifying when and under what conditions care (as protection) must be provided to whom and by whom. Together these three forms underscore that there are rules governing the decentering of protection and that these rules have an anchoring in collective political processes. The DoC has a particularly central role in

19. Responsible, reflected, and reasoned acceptance are hallmarks of procedural legitimacy. See Richard E. Flathman, Legitimacy, in A Companion to Contemporary Political Philosophy 678, 682 (Robert E. Goodin et al. eds., 2d ed. 2007). See generally Ian Hurd, Legitimacy and Authority in International Politics, 53 Int'l Org. 379 (1999) (disputing certain explanations about the lack of centralized power in international relations). Legitimacy might also have other sources including religious and/or charismatic. Minow has argued that these also are significant for the development of PPP. See Martha Minow, Public and Private Partnerships: Accounting for the New Religion, 116 Harv. L. Rev. 1229 (2003) (discussing what happens to the scope and content of public values when public commitments proceed through private agents).


this because it addresses the fundamental question of responsibility for the level and quality of the protection provided.

The place of the DoC in legitimizing the PPP is particularly strong because, unlike the Code of Conduct or the Defence Industry Initiative, the DoC is not merely a (soft) standard but a (hard) legal instrument that can be used in courts. The legal debates around the DoC constantly recall this. They gesture toward an authoritative, formal law tradition that can be referenced to settle disputes about responsibility in complex and hybrid public-private settings. In addition, the spread of the DoC to a range of areas, where it has been used precisely to ensure that innovative, neoliberal forms of management are subjected to some form of accountability, further reinforces its capacity to provide assurance and legitimacy for PPP. If the DoC has migrated and been mobilized to locate responsibility for care in areas as diverse as prison healthcare, company responsibility for employees abroad, or biodiversity, it is reasonable to expect that it could also be drawn upon to regulate the PPP. This reassuring and legitimizing quality of the DoC is well captured in Arbour’s suggestion that the DoC may solve the difficulties of attributing the “Responsibility to Protect” internationally, as it could delineate when there is an “obligation to act.” Arbour’s faith in the capacity of the DoC to solve the complex disputes surrounding responsibility to protect underscores the legitimacy of the principle and the possibility of bringing it into novel contexts. Her reference to the obligation of acting points straight to the assurance the DoC offers, not

---

22. The core question in these debates of what “tests” are required for proving that harm was foreseeable, conduct negligent, and a duty owed by the provider of the goods/service to the recipient feeds into this authority. For introductions to these longstanding debates and disagreements around how to structure the tests see, for example, David Howarth, Many Duties of Care-Or A Duty of Care? Notes from the Underground, 26 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 449 (2006); W. L. Morison, A Re-Examination of the Duty of Care, 11 MOD. L. REV. 9 (1948); Christian Witting, Duty of Care: An Analytical Approach, 25 OXFORD J. OF LEGAL STUD. 33 (2005).


25. See, e.g., G. Earl et al., Towards a Duty of Care for Biodiversity, 45 ENV’T MGMT. 682 (2010).

26. She writes that “lawyers, though, might be more confident that such an approach [based on the DoC] is actually a workable proposition well known to the common law in the area of torts, with its analysis of a duty of care between the parties based on proximity, justice and reasonableness carrying with it an obligation to act reasonably on the basis of real or imputed knowledge.” Louise Arbour, The Responsibility to Protect as a Duty of Care in International Law and Practice, 34 REV. INT’L STUD. 445, 452 (2008).
only by legitimizing the decentering of responsibility but also by legalizing it.

B. Legalizing the Public-in-the-Private Forms of Protection

The DoC can do more than legitimize the decentering of protection. It can provide a legal foundation, reassuring those concerned that decentered protection may amount to no protection at all.\(^{27}\) The DoC formulates a legal duty to act, as Arbour underscores, and furthermore, a duty to act in a qualitatively satisfactory manner.\(^{28}\) In the process, it constitutes legal responsibility where conventional “public” responsibility is no longer, or only partially, pertinent. This responsibility can be and has been argued in firm terms, hence reinforcing the assuring effects of legalizing responsibility. As Mullan insists, the DoC can be framed as a:

> “nondelegable duty” [which] captures the idea that where the legislature has entrusted someone with a power to do something, and that person delegates the performance of the work to a third party, the person legislatively entrusted with the power remains legally responsible for discharging the duty of care. . . .\(^{29}\)

The DoC is sometimes thought to induce providers to improve their protection by making them think proactively and adjust their activities so as to integrate broader social, political, and ethical considerations. For example, in the context of gambling: “The spectre of legal liability may put new pressure on providers (and on governments as legitimators of gambling products). It may compel more coercive player-protection interventions, as gaming is bracketed with other social harms such as tobacco . . . .”\(^{30}\) The DoC, in other words (potentially at least), constitutes the PPP as responsible for rendering this responsibility

---

27. For the argument that outsourcing is mainly motivated by a wish to circumvent accountability, see, for example, John D. Michaels, Beyond Accountability: The Constitutional, Democratic, and Strategic Problems with Privatizing War, 82 WASH. U.L.Q. 1003 (2004); Dave Whyte, The Crimes of Neo-Liberal Rule in Occupied Iraq, 47 BRITISH J. CRIMINOLOGY 177 (2007).


“non-delegable.” It is not surprising that the DoC has become an important reference point for those seeking to defend and justify the decentering of protection but who need to locate legal responsibility for it somewhere, usually with someone else.\(^{31}\)

The case, *Stephen Patrick Dennis v. Norwegian Refugee Council*, illustrates that the DoC can be mobilized to perform the legal work of locating responsibility for protection.\(^{32}\) On November 25, 2015, a District Court in Oslo ruled that the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) pay 4.4 million NOK to its former employee Steven Patrick Dennis for the damages suffered as a consequence of NRC’s failure to live up to its DoC.\(^{33}\) A Somali militia had held Steven Patrick Dennis hostage for four days after kidnapping him as he drove in a convoy through a Dadaab refugee camp in Northern Kenya in June 2012. The security firm hired by the NRC had advised against the trip and was not there to ensure the convoy’s security. A pro-Kenyan government Somali militia eventually liberated the group.\(^{34}\)

The court left the responsibility of the public (Norwegian, Kenyan, and Somali state and armed forces) entirely out of the discussion. It was the failure of the NRC to live up to its DoC that justified the judgment. The court rested its argument on the NRC’s failure to follow the private security company’s advice, which argued against the trip. The NRC had the duty to provide the care and the authority to define what sufficiently good care amounted to with a private company. It also argued that Steven Patrick Dennis’s right to be protected stemmed from his reasonable expectation as an employee to be protected in accordance with the NRC’s internal policy guidelines on security. It referred neither to his status as a citizen with the right to claim protection, nor to the obligations of a state to provide protection. In *Dennis v. NRC*, the DoC is mobilized to legalize and enforce a decentering of responsibility for protection that is entirely displaced from states: rights, obligations, and authority to adjudicate quality are located with employees, NGOs, and companies.\(^{35}\) This is reassuring for the PPP. It demonstrates that the decentering of protection can be accompanied by legal accountability. This matters not only for individuals such as Steven Patrick Dennis but

---

31. Companies and governments alike try to place responsibility elsewhere: “European governments hold to the mantra that worker safety is the reserve solely of the company,” where of course the companies hold to the opposite mantra of worker safety being the reserve of governments. Maaike Okano-Heijmans & Matthew Caesar-Gordon, *Protecting the Worker-Citizen Abroad: Duty of Care Beyond the State?*, 2 GLOBAL AFF. 431, 439 (2016).


33. *Id.*

34. *Id.*

35. *See* id.
also for state actors such as the Norwegian government who are reluctant to embrace a decentering of protection without an assurance that accountability can be enforced.

*Dennis v. NRC* was discussed as a “landmark case,” “precedent-setting,” a “game-changer,” and a “wake-up call” for the aid industry. For the purpose of the argument in this article, the case may well be all of these things. However, its significance in this context is that it illustrates the role of the DoC in justifying the decentering of protection and hence the emergence of the PPP exposed in the SCTX. The case epitomizes the justificatory work the DoC does, as it legalizes responsibilities for protection in formulating them as Duties of Care. Moreover, the DoC contributes to the broader processes of legitimizing this decentering. The DoC is doing important political work in justifying the PPP by legitimizing and legalizing it.

### II. The DoC Commercializing Protection: Extending the Scope of the PPP

The Duty of Care also does politics in a second way. It contributes to delimiting the scope of the public-in-the-private forms of Protection, or more precisely, to extending its scope. The DoC has a central role in the commercial market processes. It encourages constant innovation in the military/security sector by giving it a legal foundation, and it is mobilized in the relentless marketing of an ever-expanding range of military/security services. Drawing on examples from the SCTX, I show this dual expansionary logic at work, insisting successively on the place of the DoC in the expanding range of goods and services of the PPP and on its role in marketing.

#### A. Generating Products and Services for the Public-in-the-Private Forms of Protection

The products and services on display at the SCTX, coupled with the lectures and events that take place on the side, as well as the research projects and publications promoted at the Expo, are there because they

may be potentially important to those who have a duty to provide care in “Security and Counterterrorism.” The range of products, services, research, and publications that ostensibly fall into this category is not only wide; it seems to be elastic and expanding. The DoC contributes to this expansionary development both because it is folded into already established SCTX goods and services, and because it is driving the inclusion of the development of novel goods and services in the SCTX area.

The DoC is folded into the provision of goods in a manner that encourages innovation and diversification of conventional military/security goods and services, as two examples from the SCTX illustrate. First, logistics providers, including those offering “physical security,” have a longstanding, uncontroversial presence in commercial protection. As a result, a considerable number of companies constructing barriers, walls, or gates exhibit at the SCTX. They are rapidly extending the range of their activity to include work done with data safety. Indeed, much of their activity is geared precisely to this area. A sales manager for a company building walls explained to me that 80% of the sales went to the construction of walls around servers of public administrations, hospitals, universities, and companies. It is “their duty to protect all that data they collect. We help them do that responsibly . . . . We construct walls around the clouds.” Secondly, and along similar lines, risk analysts, who are equally uncontroversial and longstanding figures of the commercial military/security market, are shifting into new areas and toward new clients. For example, tracking (both the devices and the programs for managing them) has come to occupy an increasingly central role for many risk analysts. Tracking provides real time information about exactly where a “client” is located, and it can also be used to provide information about the situation he or she is in. The promoter of one company offering various risk related services explained in a lecture that he thought it was everyone’s “duty to work with available tracking technologies.” He went on to explain and exemplify how tracking made protection services “vastly more effective,” and also made it essential for the work of others involved in

38. Indeed, there is generally much emphasis on “integrated” security, which is security covering all different sides of security management.
40. Id.
protection during a crisis (including public agencies). 41 “It was our duty to share the information we had and eventually this had resulted in ‘a deal with the local police.’” 42 The DoC is part and parcel of generating innovation and expansion in the conventional, well-established, traditional, commercial military/security sector.

The SCTX is also rich in examples of how the DoC encourages the invention of new commercial military/security related services. Moreover, these expansions are explained in the DoC language. A first case in point is the creation of training and certification services. As the manager of a training program explained, “It is your duty as a hotel manager to have people who know what to do if something goes wrong.”43 Similarly, the certification schemes that provide pointers and evaluations to help clients distinguish among military/security providers (including those offering education44) on the basis of their quality are marketed in a DoC language. “The clients have a duty to buy competent services . . . . Considering that we have certifications such as the PCI [Professional Certified Investigator45] there is no excuse for not doing so,” as the representative of a company specialized in investigations told me. A second case in point is the emergence of military/security coordination services. Indeed, with the fragmentation and increasing complexity of PPP, a whole new family of services has emerged that aims at coordinating the many military/security services and products that any one company has to rely on.46 As the advertising of the companies offering these services conveys, the CCTV data, the security around the building, the biometric data, the staff codes/cards that grant access, the security inside the building, and the actual guarding practices all have to be coordinated (and much more might be added depending on the context). The sales manager of a company proposing this kind of service explained that he considered it “the duty

41. Id.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Companies offering education for everything from drone pilots to dog trainers insist on the certification their training has, and that participants can therefore invoke to support the value of their degree.
45. This is an ASIS Board Certification in Investigations. For more information, see ASIS INT’, https://www.asisonline.org/Certification/Pages/default.aspx (last visited Oct. 5, 2017).
46. A sales-manager of a company providing coordination services explained that the company offered three models of coordination: (1) to coordinate and ensure the compatibility of the services a client already relies on, (2) to reconfigure these services so that they are provided by “privileged partners” which makes it easier to guarantee smooth coordination or to entirely (3) take over the security function and in effect replace the in-house “central security officer.” See SCTX, supra note 39.
of any responsible security officer” to make the parts of a security strategy work together.47

The goods and services exposed at the SCTX integrate the Duty of Care, and the DoC contributes to the steady expansion of their range. The DoC is so pervasive that it has also come to justify the presence of goods and services with only strenuous links to the SCTX area. A travel agent, for example, explained his presence at the expo to me by underlining that a “responsible approach to travelling in high-risk areas requires someone specialized and experienced like us.”48 The language and logic of the DoC are clearly folded into the products and services of the SCTX in ways driving innovation and expansion. It is contributing to the extended scope of commercialized protection that is of the PPP.

B. Marketing Public-in-the-Private Forms of Protection

The place of the DoC in expanding the space for commercial military/security is even more visible in the marketing and promotion of the constantly swelling range of products and services at the SCTX. Here, the DoC is explicitly and frequently referenced. It provides a legal backing for the argument that the products and services should be bought. If the products or services are necessary to fill the DoC, not buying them may lead to lost court cases and compensation payments. Sales managers and advertising material mention the DoC and legal consultancies offer courses about it, but perhaps the best way of capturing its centrality in marketing is to look at the collective focus on the DoC of the sector as a whole. At the SCTX, conferences around the DoC were advertised.49 Editors of specialized magazines and online information services exhibiting at the fair emphasized the salience of the DoC for the sector. The editor of one established magazine explained that, while her review “had not done a special issue on the Duty of Care,” she was sure that “every other issue” would have an article relating to it. “It is an important topic for our community,” she

47. Id.
48. Id.
insisted. At the “less commercial and more educational[,]” that is more seminar focused ASIS trade fair, there were no less than four presentations (out of a total twenty-five) focused on the DoC specifically.

Folding the DoC into marketing makes particularly good sense because of the elusiveness surrounding exactly what is required to live up to the DoC—which of the many competing products and services displayed at the SCTX does the security provider have to rely on to be responsible in a legally satisfactory fashion? There is surprisingly little guidance to answer this basic question. Competing certifications provide contradictory and uncertain indications. Similarly, there is little hard data on which an argument could be based. Considering that we are generally awash with rankings and evaluations, their virtual absence in relation to the SCTX, and the paucity of independent assessments generally, is striking. The legal practice surrounding the DoC does not provide much indication either. It is impossible to determine exactly to whom a DoC is due. The procedure of defining lists has an “antique quality” in the sense that “to build negligence law by examining the ‘duty’ attached to every job and social role is a hopeless task in an age of rapid social change and any attempt to do so for modern society would

50. SCTX, supra note 39.
51. 15TH EUROPEAN SECURITY CONFERENCE EXHIBITION PROGRAM, ASIS INT'L (London, Apr. 6-8, 2016). The ASIS is a professional association originally based in the United States but that now has chapters across the world. It offers certifications in the industry. The acronym originally stood for “American Society of Industrial Security”; this is no longer spelled out as the association considers itself global. The description of the fair was made by an SCTX organizer. SCTX, supra note 39.
52. As a large study of counterterrorism programs formulates it: there is a “proliferation of counter-terrorism programs and policies as well as massive increases in expenditures toward combating terrorism. Yet, we know almost nothing about the effectiveness of any of these programs or continue to use programs that we know are ineffective or harmful.” Cynthia Lum, et al., Is Counter-Terrorism Policy Evidence-Based? What Works, What Harms, and What is Unknown, 20 PSICOTHEMA 35, 41 (2008). The evaluation of nominally private initiatives and policies is even more scarce and when it exists (as for example in the context of evaluating the consequences of public outsourcing which the US is one of few governments to even try to do, sic) there is a long standing tradition for applying measures that are biased to showing positive results for the commercial initiatives. Ann R. Markusen, The Case Against Privatizing National Security, 16 GOVERNANCE 471 (2003); U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-10-551T, CONTINUED ACTIONS NEEDED BY DOD TO IMPROVE AND INSTITUTIONALIZE CONTRACTOR SUPPORT IN CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS (2010); Learning From Iraq: A Final Report from the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Middle East and North Africa of the H. Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 113th Cong. 9–18 (2013) (Statement of the Honorable Stuart W. Bowen, Jr., Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction).
collapse under its own weight.” But also in the more generic sense that lists combine and relate the heterogeneous as Jorge Luis Borges’ lists show. Lists open up for expansion in the direction of ever new clients, and they may be useful for marketing of course. Nor, finally, does legal precedent provide much guidance. As Morison puts it:

[O]ne version [of the test of duty] decides the case one way; the choice of the other the opposite way. And the law itself does not compel the court to choose one version rather than another. Judicial freedom, too, is extended rather than otherwise by the existence of various subordinate versions within each version.

If there are specific requirements of military/security measures, these are defined either by the standards of the companies or organizations themselves (as in Dennis v. NRC referenced above) or through contracts with other companies, and most notably insurance companies, that will impose specific security measures. This elusiveness about what the DoC requires, whom it requires it from and for whom, makes it helpful in marketing. The affective/emotional surplus of the words Care, Duty, and Protection—particularly in the context of military/security services—is bound to make this even more true.

55. Morison, supra note 22, at 85.
57. A careful analysis of the place of protection and care in commercial military/security marketing is a project well worthy of pursuit in its own right. Here there is no space for this, nor would it alter the argument fundamentally. I nonetheless find it important to gesture to the already well established literature on their place in feminist research on the military as well as in work on the DoC. Tronto shows the politics linking the two as she coins the term “protection pass” that is used to claim exemption from other duties of care. But course there is longstanding feminist scholarship for analysing the politics of both protection and care. See, e.g. JOAN C. TRONTO, CARING DEMOCRACY. MARKETS, EQUALITY AND JUSTICE 67–94 (2013); MARIA ERIKSSON BAAZ & MARIA STERN,
The DoC, to sum up, takes part in the processes defining the scope of the PPP. As an elusive legal arrangement, it bolsters marketing that promotes, expands and deepens commercial military/security. It also drives the steadily widening range of products and services. As one participant in SCTX commented in a presentation on the DoC, “I find the Duty of Care fascinating. It is so malleable. One can extend it almost indefinitely. Don’t you agree?”58 This malleability of the DoC has been noted also more generally. In his historical exploration of the DoC, Davies argues that it emerged in connection with a system of unlimited liability insurance and can function only in that context since effective remedy depends on it.59 Therefore, he argues that the “crisis” of the DoC is tied to “a century of deliberate ignorance” of this, which has allowed the DoC to expand and become so entrenched across a wide range of areas that it is now “incapable of effective reform from within.”60 Along similar lines, Clark conveys the expansionary logic of the DoC by the following Churchill quote: “I saw exactly how it happened and why the turgid expansion was inevitable: and how one step involved all the others. It was like politics . . . . But it was after dinner and I let it go.”61 Just as Churchill “let it go,” the DoC politics of extending the scope of PPP are most likely to be left to go as well. As I proceed to argue, the political work of the DoC weighs in that direction: the DoC depoliticizes the PPP.

III. DOC DEPOLITICIZING PROTECTION: PERPETUATING THE PUBLIC-IN-THE-PRIVATE FORMS OF PROTECTION

The DoC is doing politics in a third way. It makes the politics surrounding who should be protected, on what terms by whom, less
visible and “public.” It turns these questions into legal-technical issues to be debated among experts and answered by them. The DoC makes things non-public. It does so firstly because it contributes to the constitution of obedient subjects, who accept this understanding of the politics of protection and who are therefore unlikely to protest against the kinds of protection provided and the restrictions on the space in which it is debated. Secondly, the DoC does so because it contributes to the marginalization or forgetting of the distributional issues at the heart of the politics of protection. The DoC encourages a distributional amnesia of sorts.

A. Constituting Obedient Subjects

One of the presenters discussing the DoC at the ASIS conference made the point that in the military/security area the DoC presupposes a docile and obedient, protected subject with great clarity. The argument was that those who expect security providers to live up to their DoC in the field of military/security have a duty of their own—namely a “Duty of Obedience.” The presenter graphically illustrated this point with a slide with the title “A Duty of Obedience,” showing the (headless) bust of a woman with big breasts wearing a red corset and long black gloves holding a long, black whip. How, if the protected subjects failed to obey the instructions of their security providers, could they possibly expect their protectors to fulfill their protective duties? The speaker pointed out that this duty of obedience was bound to be stifling, as it would encroach on and limit not only activities but also initiatives and imagination. S/he illustrated this point with a slide depicting a male pelvis squeezed into a pair of Roman Gladiator style metal shorts.

The theme of obedience—and especially the frustration with disobedience—was also a central preoccupation of security providers. For example, one of the promoters of a tracking-software for phones explained in one of the SCTX lectures: “sometimes [clients] behave irresponsibly . . . we actually make it their duty not to leave [the phone] behind or turn it off.” Similarly, in discussing the place of the Central Security Officer (CSO) in companies, the representative of a professional organization argued that the greatest challenge facing CSOs was securing a position where their instructions would be followed. He thought that the CSO needed to be integrated into the leadership of the company. As he explained, “security priorities” must

---
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be reflected in decisions at all levels and pertaining to the full range of company activities, to ensure that they do not remain “confined to a corner called security but followed through the entire organization.”

The prospect of the CSO becoming central to the core leadership team may appear dim in most contexts. However, obedience in the military/security area is a feature increasingly taken for granted in most organizations. The constant reiteration of the importance of obedience in military/security matters by security experts (including of course, CSOs) is reinforced by practices intended to recall it. Hence, in many organizations, security training has become a standard part of operations. A company specialized in hotel security insisted that security training demonstrably improved the likelihood that staff would handle emergencies well and remain calm enough “to follow instructions.” The same logic is also at work for non-staff visitors. For example, an SCTX visitor working with the evaluation and certification of Corporate Social Responsibility mainly in mining explained to me that “the first thing that happens when I arrive to any mine is a security induction. Most of the time we are told some basic stuff and then to obey instructions . . . .” Emphasis on sensitizing the non-security professionals to their duty of obedience is also integrated in general best practices and guidelines. For example, a recently issued report for EU institutions expected to “rapidly enact a fully-fledged DoC to take responsible action on the international scenario” insists that “adequate training” is not merely the duty of the EU as an employer (recognized by the Administrative Tribunal of the International Labor Organization (ILO)) but also “a criteria that could and should be used in staff recruitment.” Education is mobilized to inculcate obedience and at the same time obedience is made defining for career paths.

The Duty of Obedience—the flipside of the DoC in security—comes at a price. It stifles resistance to the politics of the protection entailed by any specific guideline. In a narrow sense this limits contestation of the form of security embraced by professional experts, and hence, also the space for imagining and debating alternatives. Those with strong alternative views on how security is best ensured and (perhaps more importantly) in possession of the resources to realize them often refuse
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security on the terms offered by security providers. However, for many or most, to step outside and refuse the Duty of Obedience will not be an option or even a desire. Instead, their acquiescence will deepen the prevailing de-politicization of a protection defined and determined by professional experts.

B. Deepening Distributional Amnesia

The DoC further contributes to the depoliticization of protection by generating a context where it becomes exceedingly difficult to question and resist the way protection is provided and distributed. Indeed, locating decisions about protection and security with expert professionals is a way of dislocating reflection and debate about the issue from general, public fora.

The ways in which the DoC works to obscure collective distributional issues has been widely recognized in the broader discussions about the DoC. Here, it is indeed suggested that the DoC is resorted to precisely because it shifts difficult distributional choices linked to care in a neoliberal context from the collectivity to the individual care worker. An ethical advisor in the health care sector, for example, introduces her commentary on the implementation of the DoC by underlining the unease she feels about stepping out of her usual role of advising individuals, but then proceeds to argue that because the implementation is making staff both stressed and overworked, she considers this necessary. She then insists that “there exists a fundamental problem with duty of care in that by pushing the boundaries and expectation of healthcare workers and devolving the risk to individuals, the global responsibility for such decisions [about
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67. Jarle points out that his fieldwork in Somalia only can be carried out because he relies on “networked,” local security. Similarly, Strazzari sees his own work in Northern Mali as dependent on ignoring security policies. Both think that very little is known about places such as these precisely because so few people are able to step out of the terms set by security officers. See Workshop on the Duty of Care at the Clingendael Institute (June 16-17, 2016); see also Mateja Peter & Francesco Strazzari, Securitization of Research: Fieldwork Under New Restrictions in Darfur and Mali, 38 Third World Q. 1531 (2017). For the indication that this is a recurring issue for aid organizations and providers of humanitarian relief, see Andrea Schneiker & Jutta Joachim, Warum so freundlich? Der Umgang von NGOS mit privaten sicherheits- und Militärfirmen, in Sicherheitskultur: Analysen zur sozialen Praxis der Gefahrenabwehr 277 (Christopher Daase et al. eds., 2012); Christopher Spearin, Enduring Challenges of Security Privatization in the Humanitarian Space, in Routledge Handbook of Private Security Studies 109–17 (Rita Abrahamsen & Anna Leander eds., 2016).
the distribution of care] is shirked.”68 Along similar lines, an epidemiologist argues that the DoC is an excuse for not assisting staff in prioritizing, with the effect that their efforts may aggravate rather than alleviate epidemics and pandemics. As he puts it, “the phrase ‘duty of care’ is, at best, too vague and, at worst, ethically dangerous. The nature and scope of the duty need to be determined, and conflicting duties must be recognized and acknowledged.”69 As this underlines, the problem posed by the DoC is that it paves the way for refusing collective responsibility for choices and prioritizations. It instead reframes these as individual and ethical, marginalizing the cui bono questions of politics in the process.

By contrast to this awareness and debate about the ways in which the DoC marginalizes distributional issues in other areas, in relation to protection, the politics of the DoC are scarcely recognized, and the ethical/moral dilemmas related to its exercise are often dismissed or neglected. The hard realities on the ground are sometimes invoked as imposing their own solutions. As an argument about the DoC from military nurses puts it:

[T]he “painful truth” may be that, when practising nursing in the battlefield and ‘when the stakes are sufficiently high’, to allow patients the same duty of care relationship as they would have with civilian health care professionals is not practicable or reasonable in such hostile conditions and is too onerous a legal task for military nurses.70

More generally, guidelines, training manuals, and instructions for the providers of protection offer absolutely no guidance on how to handle the (not only possible but exceedingly likely) dilemmas created by decisions about how to distribute protection, and, most obviously, the dilemmas that emerge when the protection due to the own staff conflicts with that due to others/outsiders. For example, the EU guidelines for implementing the DoC in conflict zones is concerned with “the implementation of the DoC of EU institutions and agencies toward their

internationally mobile workforce” by offering them safety, sufficient information, dignity, procedures of investigation, medical services, diplomatic protection, and adequate training. It makes no mention of the protection of local employees, let alone how to adjudicate situations where the protection provided to their own staff generates insecurity for local civilians more generally. This is characteristic and holds true even in contexts where the core mission is to provide protection for local civilians. A study of the security practices of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) for example found no mention—at any level—of how the security guaranteed to its own staff might conflict with the overall mission to protect civilians, nor how to handle these kinds of conflicts.

The ease with which the neglect, dismissal, and disavowal of the distributional *cui bono* questions associated with the DoC in the area of protection can be dismissed, is no doubt closely related to its practical import. The DoC answers many intractable questions about responsibility for protection in situations where it is unsettled who is entitled to protection by whom. However, the neglect of *cui bono* questions is both self-serving and politically nefarious. It imposes and confirms privileges that are nowhere discussed. In so doing, it reproduces historically generated injustices. Why should the staff or the client be privileged just because of their professional status/ability to pay? And why, indeed, should this privilege be upheld if/when it comes at the expense of others such as local residents, refugees, or rebels? It has been argued that these dilemmas of deciding on distribution can be alleviated if service providers just realize that they only have a duty *to* and not *for* their clients. Unfortunately, such solutions are merely assuaging the service providers’ unease with making choices. It does not deal with the broader distributional implications. Rather, by providing pragmatic ways to ignore these questions, the DoC effectively not only brushes aside their significance

73. The “law of inverse care” as T.H. Julian termed the tendency of markets to provide most care for those who least need it may be affirmed also in the context of the provision of protection. For a discussion, see TRONTO, *supra* note 57.
74. “Service providers have to negotiate between what may seem like the competing demands of empowerment and the duty of care. On closer inspection, however, worry can be alleviated if providers acknowledge that they have a responsibility to, and not a responsibility for, service users.” Sue Baxter & Helen Carr, *Walking the Tightrope: The Balance Between Duty of Care, Human Rights and Capacity*, 10 HOUSING CARE & SUPPORT 6, 11 (2007).
but displaces them from public discussion. The thoroughly commercialized context further diminishes the likelihood that they will be reopened. As Tronto puts it: “the phenomenology of ignoring the past while benefiting from it cannot be made visible if market activity is so compartmentalized that each transaction is seen to be ‘free’ from all others.”

To sum up, the DoC works in the direction of a dual depoliticizing of protection by producing obedient subjects and a context of distributional amnesia that helps enshrine the prevailing protection order. This, obviously, does not exclude critique and questions. “Popular tactics . . . that take the actual order of things” and turn it to an advantage “without any illusion that it will change any time soon” will no doubt abound. However, and as de Certeau underlines in the preceding citation, such tactics are unlikely to undermine or even seriously question the prevailing order, let alone present an alternative view on distribution or the political process for handling it, in order that the prevailing “order of things” might change some time soon. On the contrary, it is likely to give a veneer of openness to the discussion that will do more to enshrine than to challenge the depoliticization of protection and hence the power relations and hierarchies of protection associated with it.

Conclusion

This article has shown in considerable detail the ways in which the DoC is doing politics in relation to protection, and specifically in relation to the Public-in-the-private forms of Protection at display at the SCTX, the starting-point of this article. I have argued that the DoC is justifying the PPP by legitimating and legalizing the decentering of responsibility for protection; that it is extending the scope of the PPP by accentuating the commercialization of protection, and that it is perpetuating the PPP by depoliticizing it through the constitution of obedient subjects and distributional amnesia. Justifying, delimiting the scope of, and perpetuating a specific order of things are profoundly political processes. In other words, the article has made an argument about how to understand and conceptualize the politics of legal arrangements (through a focus on their role in justifying, delimiting, and perpetuating political orders) based on close observation of the way the DoC engages in the politics of protection.

75. Tronto, supra note 57, at 127.
The contention that the DoC does politics has implications for debates about the regulation of the PPP, that is for the regulation of commercial military/security activities. In the lively, ongoing discussion about regulation there is considerable disagreement about what kind of regulation is best suited. Much of the recent attention has focused on non-legal governance arrangements. They have been developing rapidly and (therefore) appear more feasible. They are also often argued to be more effective and therefore, desirable. Scholars such as Dickinson or Avant, for example, have been suggesting that networked governance arrangements are and should be the way forward in regulating the PPP because—by contrast to law—they are more effective as they do not stifle and/or outlaw the activities. This article points in a rather different direction. I have underlined the continued and perhaps also growing importance of more conventional law in this area. But beyond this, I have disentangled the form of regulation from assumptions about effectiveness and aims of regulation. I have shown that the politics of law is not working in the sense of reining in, stifling, or outlawing the PPP, but rather is very effective in justifying, expanding, and consolidating them. Whether this is normatively desirable remains open to debate. What is not debatable is that legal choices are profoundly political and that these choices may reinforce neoliberal forms of governance, as the DoC reinforces the PPP discussed in this article.

The claim that hard law can be profoundly managerial also has implications for the general debates surrounding the politics of law in a neoliberal context. Recent debates have centered on the effects of the fragmentation of law in this context, and, in particular, on the rise of “governance” through codes of conduct, best practices, benchmarks and standards. Some contend that fragmentation is necessary to deal with the growing complexity of social and economic life. On this account, preserving the unity of law and clear legal hierarchies is at best, but probably more counterproductive. Inversely, others see the


78. My position is that it is problematic because decentering responsibility, extending the scope of the commercial and depoliticizing protection deepen an unequal and militarized form of protection and entrenches it by making it difficult to contest. However, my argument is NOT a reflection of this position.

fragmentation in the rise of governance as exceedingly problematic in
that it generates de facto impunity by reducing law to a managerial tool
for the powerful. They therefore advocate a return to more formal hard
law; to a “culture of formalism,” a “Constitutionalist Mindset” or a
“faculty of judgement” to reiterate Koskenniemi’s influential
formulations.80 On this account, “law” needs to be purified from the
polluting and corrupting effects of other disciplines.81 What these
opposed positions have in common is that they consider the implications
of governance as the core issue around which controversy turns. The
argument in this article points in a different direction. Conventional
law—such as the DoC—may be just as managerial as governance. The
issue at stake then becomes the question of how that managerialism
works; that is, what the politics of legal arrangements are. An
interdisciplinary, critical social science approach such as that adopted in
this special issue—is therefore, much needed. It can not only direct
attention to, but proceed to analyze, the politics of law, including the
culture of formalism and the faculty of judgement.82 One way of
pursuing this interdisciplinary engagement is to closely observe the
politics of specific legal arrangements in interdisciplinary fashion as
this article has done for the Duty of Care. Doing so directs attention to
how the politics work and, by the same token, to where there may be
scope for and limits to political agency aimed at the Public-in-the-
private forms of governance pervasive in a thoroughly commercialized
context.
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